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maid pun nak raya comes from the kumandan culture, who were a religious group that took a vow of celibacy and kept
themselves pure. the story takes place during the day when a group of kumandan are at a temple, where they are confronted
by a tribe of neighboring enemy races, who intend to kidnap the women to be used as slaves. the kumandan stand no chance

against the organized and military-trained tribe, and eventually fall into a battle. one kumandan, raya, manages to escape
and make it back to the city. she is confronted by her father and her father's friend, heart land chief benja. benja tells raya
that she must find the dragon gem and restore the land. she agrees to this, even though she is being recruited by benja to

become a warrior and a leader. she is also given some money to use as she travels, but when she tries to give it to her father,
he tells her that she will use it for herself. back at virana, the fang tribe has been alerted to the arrival of the boat with the

missing piece. using namaari's telekinesis, they attack the boat, breaking through the hull and killing boun and his crew. the
fang tribe then attack the remaining party, who are forced to retreat to the tail tribe village. however, as raya and the fang

tribe are in the act of attacking each other, tong and namaari arrive and try to stop them. raya takes advantage of this to run
back to the village while namaari and tong fight over the piece. raya arrives as the battle is concluding and helps her tribe's

warriors to take back the village. as the fang tribe retreat, raya and her tribe find the piece and escape on the river. however,
she soon realizes that she cannot take the orb piece as it is a fragment of sisu's soul, and her tribe does not have the magic to

make it work. to prevent them from dying in the desert, she relinquishes the piece.
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they reach the fang tribe, and raya attempts to use her "don't touch" move on namaari. after a
struggle, raya knocks the warrior off the cliff. namaari falls into a deep pit, where she finds the

crystal pieces. she is surprised to see that they are still together, and as she retrieves them, all of
the tribesmen are turned into stone and namaari is thrown into the pit. raya and the villagers return
to the spine tribe, where they are received warmly. raya and her party are taken to tong's village,

where they meet noi, a young con artist who has a daughter, sh. they are transported to the village
of noi's mother, queen vena. raya and the group are introduced to the queen and her concubines.
raya is still suspicious of them, but she is later persuaded by noi to join her con game. when the

queen takes a private visit, raya and boun pretend to join them, but instead they steal the queen's
jewels. raya is confronted by the queen's bodyguards, which are defeated by tong and his friends.

after the queen returns and raya and the others are questioned by the queen, raya admits to
stealing the jewels. the queen orders raya and the others to be executed. the executioners are

turned into stone and their heads are thrown into the ocean. they are rescued by tong's village who
are suspicious of the queen and her people. tong's grandmother believes raya and the party to be

spies sent by the tribe and wants to kill them. raya convinces tong's mother that she is innocent, and
they use their powers to prevent a battle. tong's mother decides to welcome them to the tribe, and

they are granted some food and a place to stay. 5ec8ef588b
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